
Winter is upon us...are your UPS and batteries ready?

Like tire treads on an automobile, UPS (Uninterruptible Power Supply)
batteries deteriorate and wear with age to the point where they often
provide a false sense of security and you may be heading down a
slippery slope with no protection for your critical loads.

Depending on their  usage,  these vital  components if  not  monitored
may cause a serious crash of  your data  center  or  process  control
system.  Simply put, batteries begin to wear the minute they leave the
factory and depending on their duty they may wear much faster than
you  might  expect.   Temperature,  cycling,  and  proper  charging
techniques play a huge role on the life expectancy and it’s important
to have a qualified trained technician perform annual inspections and
testings.

1)  Temperature:  Is the appropriate charge rate set for the ambient
room temperature?  A room temperature of  25C (77F)  will  normally
provide  a  balance  of  good  performance  and  maximum  life
expectancy. Colder  temperatures  will  produce  lower  amp-hour
capacity however cooler rooms help slow down the chemical reaction
and thus increases the life expectancy.  If the charger float voltage is
set  at  25C  (77F)  and  the  batteries  are  exposed  to  a  35C  (95F)
ambient, the battery life expectancy is cut in half.

2)  Cycling: The number of times your ups discharges and recharges
also  has  a  huge  impact  on  the  battery  life.  Some  batteries  are
designed with thicker plate material, so like your automobile tire tread
there’s more surface area and therefore the wear factor is reduced,
yielding a longer life.  Batteries with thinner plates will typically have a
shorter life however they are often found in many UPS applications as
they  can  deliver  higher  rates  of  power,  unlike  thick  plates  used in
telecommunication applications where longer run-times are required.

3)  Charging  Techniques: Much improvements  have  been  made  in
this area however surprisingly there are still many older systems that
are charging newer batteries, many of which are not equipped with
temperature compensation features which auto adjust float voltages as
we move from warmer seasons to colder ambient conditions.  It’s also
important to check the filtering capacitors inside these older chargers
as overtime they become weak and consequently subject the batteries
to damaging high ripple voltages.

If you and your car happen to have the misfortune of hitting a pothole,
you have immediate notification of a defect.  On the other hand, if one
or more of your ups batteries begins to deteriorate you most likely will
not know about it, until you experience a total power failure.

Although some manufacturers are now beginning to equip their ups
systems  with  battery  monitoring  and  testing  features  they  typically
have no way of accurately checking each individual battery jar.  Most
ups systems have 10, 20, 30, or 40 battery jars per string and if one or
more of these jars happens to fail the entire ups will crash.   There are
products  on  the  market  today  that  do  in-fact  check  the  voltage,
impedance  and  temperature,  but  they  add  complexity  and  are
expensive; and in my experience, nothing matches a thorough visual
inspection. A  good  battery  analyzer  like  Midtronics’s  Celltron
conductance meter  paired with a Torkel  860 load bank and Flir  E8

infrared imaging camera will  help determine the health and state of
your batteries and whether or not you’ll need a replacement.

The most common IEEE standards for battery maintenance, testing &
monitoring  are  IEEE  450-2010,  1188-2005,  1106-2005,  and  1491-
2005.

IEEE 450-2010 is the recommended practice for maintenance, testing,
and replacement of Vented Lead-Acid (VLA) stationary batteries

IEEE  1188-2005  is  the  recommended  practice  for  maintenance,
testing,  and  replacement  of  Valve-Regulated  Lead  Acid  (VRLA)
batteries for stationary applications

IEEE  1106-2005  is  the  recommended  practice  for  maintenance,
testing, and replacement of Vented Nickel-Cadmium Batteries (NiCad)
for stationary applications

IEEE  1491-2005  is  for  Selection  and  Use  of  Battery  Monitoring
Equipment in Stationary Applications.
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